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What does ‘Going Digital’ entail?
– Top Level Report Findings



Basic premise: The core challenge 
is organizational. 

Put as much emphasis 
on transforming the 
organisation as the 

product
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Media companies have progressively
expanded over past decades

Print newspapers

Print supplements

Website

TV channels

Niche channels

On-demand

Mass

Niche

Digital/online

Social/mobile Apps, Facebook, Google Apps, streamed, YouTube

For audiences, massive increase in choice, for legacy organizations, complexity, 
stretched resources, and pressing need to rebalance asset & expertise portfolio
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Historic 
strengths, 

assets here

Future here
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Largest listed US media companies

Now overshadowed by platforms

Lower revenues, less control of how/ where content is consumed, weaker 
relationship with audiences – but platforms bridge to next generation of readers

Source except BBC and NYT: finance.search.yahoo.com. 
Data accessed 17 February 2016. BBC:  BBC Annual Report. 
NYT Yahoo Finance 4.2.2016
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Legacy media have been on a transition 
journey for nearly two decades

1. All have some degree of ‘tech debt’ – unfinished major 
change projects

2. Burnout is real issue for those driving the change and  
working on boundaries of old and new

3. Not everyone has seen the Demogorgon - understanding 
of the severity/scale of the challenge is uneven
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Disentangling layers of strategy

Long term strategic goals 
(Why do we exist?)

‘shiny new things’ 

Revenue
(How will we finance it?) 

Tech
&

data
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Insights from 
audience

Insights from  
audience 

Collaboration 
inside org



How (and where) are tech, business 
and journalism merging?

Dig. 
Storytelling

Social 
Media

DataProduct

“deepen engagement”

Platform Universe

“get stories in front of 
people”

“connect readers to stories”

Dig. 
Storytelling

Social 
Media

DataProduct
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‘Knowledge hierarchy’ is changing

1. Expertise is no longer automatically correlated with 
length of experience

2. Much critical knowledge is located in newer areas, at 
lower levels and at the periphery of the organisation
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Ensuring information flows, up, around, as well as down, is essential



Three cultural messages that need to 
‘land’ 

1. Leadership ‘then’ does not automatically mean 
leadership now (in fact, the opposite applies).

2. The path to a sustainable future is really not evident. 
Everyone’s needs to contribute to create this. 

3. Technology is now intrinsic to everything.
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Harnessing Hearts, Minds and 
Talent around Going Digital

(Early Findings from new research9



Deep change 
projects

digital first scheduling, 
content reduction …

Big new 
departures

events/live, audio, 
membership, M&A …

“Shiny new 
things”

AR, VR, AI, ML …

‘Old’
Optimise

‘New’
Grow

‘Future’
Explore

Strategy happens via projects
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New Departures

• Pivots and big bets
• Future/growth focused
• ‘One-way doors’ – must

work out

• ”Biggest rocks to the best 
managers”

• Development vehicle for 
future leaders

Shiny New Things

• Experiments - don’t have
to work . Learning OK

• Must capture learning
• Do need rigor around 

thresholds

• Important to attract 
digital talent

• Build profile – project 
leaders and organisation

Deep Change Projects

• Underpin digital transition 
• Knit old and new together
• Broad impact, cultural 

resistance likely

• Leaders need credibility, 
resilience, support 

• “painful, invisible work”
• Time/difficulty 

underestimated

Set strategic projects up from the start 
to succeed

• Reflect upfront - what are objectives? Clarify these.
• Clarify ownership too – Who is responsible/accountable? Who is top level sponsor? 

Are they actively on board? 



“a lot of companies just try to bundle all the problems 
together, and then try to solve all of them, and it just 

leads to a lot of spin and churn – these massive 
behemoth projects that, over time, just suck people’s 

energy”



1. Leadership signaling (relentless)
“We are going in this direction”

2. Structured input from the outside world
“This is how our industry is changing, and it’s big”

3. Listening to audiences
“This is what we, your consumers, want from you”

‘Unfreeze’ corporate culture by:

Shared agreement on:
• Strategic priorities
• Path to reach them
• Principles to guide 

decision-making

Understanding of: 
• What will motivate 

people to change?
• What are emotional 

blockers?



Embed new culture systemically 
through coordinated activities
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Leaders: maintain signaling

Projects: bake culture goals into all key initiatives

Data: give all staff means to measure impact on reaching goals

Learning: keep insights from outside flowing in

Structure: X - disciplinary project teams, embedding



Leaders are never not signaling

1. Relentlessly reiterate digital goals

• Overt (town-halls, newsletters etc)

• Implicit (meeting choreography, job titles etc)

2. Build two-way channels with wider organisation and its 
consumers 

• Digital talent - reverse mentoring 

• Staff - micro-events, small breakfasts/dinners

• ‘Mass listening’ – get into touch with audiences, 
directly
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“Leadership is about transparency and messaging: 
here’s my goal, here’s how I’m doing it, and I’m going 
to repeat it constantly, bang it in … it’s really fricking 

hard”

“the Editor has to talk about digital all the time. All 
the time. People have to know I care about it … and I 

will hold them accountable”



Three final points

1. Innovation is critical, but innovation ≠ strategy. 

2. Digital storytelling is fun. Transforming organizations is a 
grind. It wears people out. 

3. People issues (talent, leadership, culture) are very 
strategic and where biggest opportunities left on table. 
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Solving the central cultural tension

Liberal arts Engineering

Serving audiences

Risk ‘averse’

Perfecting UX

Experiment

Journalism Tech

Clarity of 
thought/language

Commitment
to craft

High intrinsic
motivation
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“it’s morally wrong to 
offer people 

mindfulness training 
when you have created 

a toxic environment”

“it is not normal to 
be tired all the time”

“If you’re  not just … 
pulling your colleagues 
along, but also have to 
battle the top, that’s an 

impossible journey”

“you can’t talk 
about this”

Burnout – an increasingly conspicuous 
issue



Systemic problem, 
multiple triggers

team

self

“the business case is very edge”
“austerity has created horrible workspaces”

“it’s gone on too long. People are exhausted”

“constantly asked to do more and more”
“no recognition, no gratitude, no choice”

organization

“news junkie, can’t switch off”
“addicted to Twitter“


